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Abstract
The variety of performance measures available for information retrieval
systems, search engines, and network filtering agents can be confusing to
both practitioners and scholars. Most discussions about these measures address their theoretical foundations and the characteristics of a measure that
make it desirable for a particular application. In this work, we consider how
preferences exhibited by measures of performance at two points in a search
may be formally compared. Criteria are developed that allow one to determine the percent of time or conditions under which two different performance measures suggest that one document ordering is superior to another
ordering, or when the two measures disagree about the relative value of document orderings. As an example, graphs provide illustrations of the relationships between precision and
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1 Introduction
Measures of retrieval and filtering performance characterize different aspects of
document orderings, usually showing better performance when relevant documents
are moved toward the front of the ordered list of documents, and lower levels of
performance when the relevant documents move away from the front of the list.
Document ordering is usually performed by a retrieval or search engine using a
ranking algorithm based on vector, probabilistic, or logical considerations. In some
cases, two measurement techniques will differ on which of two orderings are superior. This work addresses the nature of these measurements and tries to show
when the measurement induced orderings differ. We attempt to determine and understand those cases where different performance measures disagree about which
document orderings are better than other orderings.
Information retrieval systems order documents based upon system-specific ranking criteria that take queries as indicators of the characteristics of documents to
be retrieved or ranked (Conlon & Conlon, 1998; Losee, 1998; Salton & McGill,
1983). Retrieval engines usually order documents based on criteria other than one
of the popular measurement criteria. For example, few retrieval systems explicitly
attempt primarily to maximize precision. The ordering of documents is often not
monotonic with the values for many performance measures. Monotonicity may
be understood informally as, given two sets of values, the condition that exists
when an increase occurring in one set is accompanied by an increase in the other,
although not necessarily by the same magnitude. Similarly, the values for documents ordered by one retrieval performance measure are often not monotonic with
those of another performance measure.
We are interested in both the systems that order documents and the quality
of the rankings produced by these systems. Information retrieval systems accept
queries in a language consistent with the software of the system, search through
indexes to find which documents best meet the information needs expressed in the
query, and then retrieve these best documents from a set of stored documents. Internet search engines similarly accept queries and search through indexes, but the
documents are not stored directly on the search engine’s computers. The search
engine provides an address specifying where on the Internet the document is located. Network filtering agents accept initial statements of information needs and
then filter incoming documents for the user. Many of these types of systems functionally make the decision to retrieve or not retrieve, or ranks documents, based
upon something like the probability the document is relevant.
Measures of retrieval performance are based on document orderings, the presentation of documents or media fragments in a particular order to the user. The
documents are ordered by a particular variable or variables, and a study of the rational ordering of the documents may be based upon the distribution of the ordering
variables over the set of all documents or the set of relevant documents (Losee,
1998). Distributions discussed below are such distributions.
We may study performance measures by formally describing those documents
that have been retrieved and those that haven’t been retrieved up to a specific point
2

in the search. We can measure the proportion of documents that would be retrieved
up to point assuming that we would want to work from the documents with the
highest frequencies of occurrence for a desirable feature or feature complex down
to documents with the occurrences with the lowest frequencies. Here may be a
single value for a characteristic, such as a term’s frequency, or it may be interpreted
as the value associated with the vector representing the set of characteristics being
considered by the system.





  

    

  

Definition 1 (Survival Function
) The survival function
equals
where
is the standard cumulative distribution function for the distribution (Evans, Hastings, & Peacock, 1993). For our purposes,
distribution is taken over the rank-ordered set of documents, with the survival
function summing the probabilities of the characteristics in the range from to the
highest values that characteristics can hold (Losee, 1998).



The variable denotes the distribution of the set of documents, ordered based on
certain characteristics. The distribution of the ordered set of documents is such that
density and cumulative distribution functions may be computed over the ordered
list of documents.

2 Retrieval and Filtering Measures
Information retrieval performance is usually measured by considering to what degree documents relevant to the searcher are moved toward the front of the ordered
list of documents. We refer the reader to other works that discuss more fully the
issues associated with relevance (Iivonen & Sonnenwald, 1998; Ingwersen, 1996;
Schamber, 1994; Sperber & Wilson, 1995; Tang & Solomon, 1998). Most measures depend on documents being assigned a binary relevance judgment. Continuous relevance scales can also be integrated into retrieval performance models
(Losee, 1998). For purposes here, we assume that an individual can separate documents into two classes, which can be labeled as “relevant” and “non-relevant.”
Common measures based upon relevance include measures commonly occurring
in information retrieval research, such as precision and recall and precision-recall
curves, as well as less common measures, such as normalized precision and recall,
expected search length and average search length. Additionally, performance
measures may be based on concepts in addition to relevance, including document
accuracy, novelty, currency, benefit, and system speed (Conlon & Conlon, 1998;
Harter & Hert, 1997; Lancaster, 1968; Robertson & Hancock-Beaulieu, 1992;
Schamber, Eisenberg, & Nilan, 1990; Tague-Sutcliffe, 1995; Tang & Solomon,
1998).
Most commonly used performance measures are based upon precision and recall. The recall for a set of retrieved documents is the percent of relevant documents in the database that have been retrieved. The precision, given a set of
retrieved documents, is the percent of documents that have been retrieved that are
relevant. Searches may be categorized into two forms based upon precision and
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recall: high-recall searches, in which most or all of the documents on a topic
should be retrieved, and high-precision searches, in which the set of documents
to be retrieved, often consisting of a small number of documents, is expected to be
composed of predominately relevant documents.
Related to precision and recall are the and optimal- measures (Bollmann &
Cherniavsky, 1981; Shaw, 1986; Van Rijsbergen, 1974). The measure is computed as
where is the precision and is the recall.
The measure is computed as
and has the attractive feature that high values
represent better performance than lower values, the opposite of the situation with
the measure (Shaw, Burgin, & Howell, 1997).
Many retrieval measures determine performance at a point in the search process, such as the measures above, while other measures may compute performance
based on the totality of the search process. The average search length (ASL) is
the expected position of a relevant document in the ordered list of all documents
(Losee, 1998). This is related to the expected search length (ESL), the number
of non-relevant documents retrieved up to a certain point in the search (Cooper,
1968), and the ranked half-life indicator, which represents the median position for
the relevance frequency or relevance values for documents preceding a cutoff point
(Borlund & Ingwersen, 1998). The ASL is measured in units of “documents”;
knowing that the average position of a relevant document is 23 or 500 or 2 million documents into the ranked list of documents conveys useful information to the
searcher, and may be much easier to interpret than a precision of at a recall of
or an of
Several other measures have been used in retrieval studies, and the reader is referred to other sources for further discussions of individual performance measures
(Bollmann & Cherniavsky, 1981; Cooper, 1973; Harter & Hert, 1997; Kanger,
1972; Losee, 1998; Robertson, 1969; Rorvig, 1988; Salton & McGill, 1983; Su,
1991; Tague & Farradane, 1978) .
The performance measures analyzed below are those measures that are taken
at a particular point in the search process. Thus we address measures such as
precision,
and ESL. We exclude measures that address averages over a range
of performance positions, such as average search length.
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3 Characterizing the Differences between Retrieval Measures
Understanding the relationships between two different measuring techniques, deand
can be useful when studying performance results made with
noted as
one or the other or both measures. Here, each measure
represents a function
that acts as a single number measure of retrieval performance. The inputs to each
measurement function are either (1) a document ordering, or related probability
distribution over the set of documents, or (2) a single value, representing a parameter of the document ordering that is used by the measure. Individual measures can
be characterized theoretically (Pitts, 1972; Sutherland, 1975). We concern our-
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selves here with the relationships between such measures in retrieval and filtering
contexts.
A number of concepts may prove useful when describing the relationships between measures. We begin by considering what it means to say that measures are
equal.
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Definition 2 (Equivalent measures) When measures
for all
distributions of document orderings
and for the two measures
and
then
and
are said to be equivalent measures. Similarly, when measure
for some
we say that measure
is different from measure
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Considering the equivalence of measures is useful if we wish to decide whether
two different formulae are the same. However, we may chose to focus more on the
ordering of documents, which serves as the foundation for many notions of retrieval performance. This moves beyond simple numeric equivalence of measures
to ordering equivalence.
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are equivDefinition 3 (Equivalent ordering measures) Measures
alent ordering measures, denoted as
when for all distributions of document sets
and
if and only if
and
if and only if
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Sometimes we will refer to measures over a given domain Y of distributions and

determine whether two measures are equivalent ordering measures over domain j.
Measures such as the simple match and Jacquard measures are neither equivalent measures nor equivalent ordering measures. However, the Jacquard and Dice
measures have been shown to be monotonic (Gower, 1971; Gregson, 1975; Sneath
& Sokal, 1973). Thus, while they are not equivalent measures, they are equivalent
ordering measures.

3.1 An Example of Non-equivalent Ordering Measures
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and
the preciConsider the case where we have two measures,
sions at the
and
recall levels. Each precision is taken immediately after
the given recall level is obtained. Consider two different orderings of 4 relevant
and 6 non-relevant documents, with the documents being strongly ordered from
left to right:

acb%dedgfRfRffRdgdedId

and

hibLdefRdgdIfjdedIdgfRf 2
a
a
P$
$8_ 2 Similarly, computing
Computing & Z A \%  yields : while & Z ^ \%  yields :
& Z A \% h  yields P$8" while & Z ^ \% h  yields : $8k 2 In this case, the values for measure
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are ordered
( ) and then ( ), while the values for performance
measure
are ordered ( ) and then ( ). We can see that
and
are not equivalent ordering measures over the set of document orders and
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2
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3.2 An Example of Equivalent Ordering Measures
A different set of document orderings is

anmob=defRfjdefjfjdedIded

and

h m b%defRdefjfjdIdgdefRd 2
a m
P$8" while & Z ^ \; a m  yields : $8_ 2 Similarly, computComputing & Z A \;  yields
h m
P$8" while & Z ^ \% h m  yields : $8_ 2 The two measures, & Z A \%l and
ing & Z A \;  yields
h m 2 In addition, these
& Z ^ \%l equivalently order the document orderings a a m and
h m
m
and 2
two are equivalent measures over the set of orderings
4 Determining Equivalent Ordering
It is useful to have a function that can indicate whether two measures are equal for
a given document ordering, based on a set of parameters that govern the document
ordering process. This leads us to the equivalent ordering function:
Theorem 1 (Equivalent ordering function) Given an equation similar in form to
the definition for the equivalent ordering measures above, we find that
for all distributions of document orderings
and
when
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We denote the non-negative function as
The value for this function is either true or false. This theorem assumes that we can compute the non-negative
function,
so that those values that are greater than or equal to zero have the
value true and those that are negative have the value false. By computing the difference of the measured value at two points in the search for each of two measures
and then comparing the non-negativity of the difference associated with each measure, we compute whether the order of the two measures is the same for parameter
sets or document orderings
and
For our purposes, the magnitudes of the
differences are unimportant.
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Definition 4 (Measure difference function) We refer to
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as the measure difference function for measure
orderings
and
.
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and distributions of document
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This function returns either true or false depending on whether
or not. This can be used to examine the value of one side or the other of the equality in the equivalent ordering function. Given this we may wish to consider the
parameters that produce positive or negative values for this function.

5 Precision and Recall
We may compute the recall at point
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in the ordering of documents as
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where is the value for a feature or set of features. We denote
and
as
the document distributions
and
for the sets of relevant, and of all, documents, respectively, with each document having a profile or feature vector, such as
which is used to order (and retrieve) the documents. To allow for us to compare
a wide range of measures, we express measures in terms of the survival function,
, representing the proportion of events in the distribution of ordered documents
that occur at or above (earlier in the retrieval process). We assume that
documents are parameterized for our purposes so that retrieval consists of selecting
documents in decreasing value of the probability density function of i.e.,
The function
has as its value the proportion of relevant documents with
profiles at or above.
we
To find the appropriate document profile for a given level of recall,
can compute the inverse function
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An inverse function acts so as to provide the function which “undoes” the original
operations, thus
for all reversible functions. We find that this
inverse survival function accepts as input the desired percent recall and produces
the point on the distribution at which this occurs.
We may describe precision at document position (or profile)
as
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Using this, we may compute the precision for a given recall level
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Using our definition for precision and the measure difference function, we can
determine the measure difference function for precision as
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By expanding this and canceling out the XG~ { components, we arrive at
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6 Comparing Different Precision-Recall Measures
A single number measure of performance may be the single precision value, for
example, at the fifty percent level of recall, denoted as
We may numerically
compute the value of this precision, given different input parameters. Additionally,
we may determine the conditions under which two different precision measures
yield the same values, either analytically or numerically. The differences due to
different situations may be understood as either different ordering distributions or,
more parametrically, as the same family of distributions, e.g. the normal distribution, with different values for parameters, e.g. different means.
In information retrieval research, one often finds performance averaged over
several different recall levels. Precision may be averaged over the 25%, 50%, and
value at point :
75% recall levels to produce the
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Consider this in comparison to using the precision taken solely at
recall,
. Two differences are obvious. Moving from
to
removes
both the
and
values and increases the weight placed on
When
comparing average precisions, there will always be the possibility of two kinds of
changes: (1) the addition or deletion of specific points and (2) a change in the
relative weightings for the points.
We may compute the measure difference function as
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We can simplify
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for the average precision value in the set of values
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set as
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C ¯8° ¬x  & C * PLq K & C ¨PLqPª
This general form of the equation may be used to analyze other averages of
precision measures (Burgin, 1999). For example, the average precision taken at
11 recall levels, the precision at the 0%, 10%, 20%,
, 90%, 100% recall levels,
captures the precision at a wide range of recall levels and may be seen as better
characterizing the performance distribution than a simpler measure, such as the
precision taken at only the 50% point.
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± and ² Measures

The and  measures provide single number measures of performance that have
attractive theoretical bases and practical advantages (Bollmann & Cherniavsky,

1981; Shaw, 1986; Shaw et al., 1997; Van Rijsbergen, 1974). We may define
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thus:
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Given this model, we can define the measure difference function
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Figure 1: Darkened region represents values for precision and measures such
that the equivalent measure function is false. Thus, the darkened areas represent
where the measures have different preferences for the two document orderings,
holding
and
constant.
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This is equivalent to
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8 Comparing Measure Difference Functions



We illustrate the use of these techniques by comparing the precision and measures. Studying similarity using graphic tools provides a way to quickly and clearly
visualize relationships; the same holds for studying relationships between retrieval
measures. The graphs shown below were produced using Mathematica 4.0, a general mathematical processing and graphics package. For purposes here, we assume
two distributions for the features used in ranking all documents and two distributions for the features used in ranking relevant documents. We arbitrarily assume
that
and that the generality, or unconditional
probability a document is relevant, is
Given these fixed values, we may find when the precision measure suggests the
same ordering preference for documents as the measure. In Figure 1, we can see
that in most instances the precision measure prefers the same ordering as does the
measure, that is, where the equivalent ordering function is true. The exception
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Figure 2: Darkened region represents values for precision and measures such
that the equivalent measure function is false. Thus, the darkened areas represent
where the measures have different preferences for the two document orderings,
holding
and
constant.
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to this is slightly below the diagonal, with differences occurring when
is near
with the difference growing as both values grow.
When the value for
a graph such as that in Figure 2 is obtained.
A casual examination of these two figures suggests that under most circumstances these two measures will judge a pair of rankings as being in the same
order, i.e., both will agree that one document is better or worse than the other document. The differences between measures occur when the orderings of documents
are rather similar. This is consistent with saying that the two measures agree on
gross differences but quibble over the fine points, which is what one would expect
from measures both based on considerations of the same phenomena, such as precision and recall. Note that the figures shouldn’t be construed as implying that a
certain percentage of time the two measures will be consistent in their preferences.
The graphs show whether the measures agree on their preferences for a given set
of values, as given on the and axes.
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8.1 An
Example of the Measure Difference Function for Precision and
¸ Measures



A more detailed examination of the operation of the precision and measures
may produce a greater understanding of the data shown in Figures 1 and 2. Fig11
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Figure 3: Darkened region represents those values for precision such that the measure difference function is negative, using the parameters from Figure 2.
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Figure 4: Darkened region represents those values for
such that the measure
difference function is negative, using the parameters from Figure 2.
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ures 3 and 4 show in darkened form those parameter values on the and axes for
which the measure difference function is negative for precision and for measures,
respectively, holding other parameters as in Figure 2. The difference between these
two figures (imagine overlaying Figures 3 and 4 and noting where they differ) can
be seen as a broadening stripe across the lower to middle portion of the graph, is
represented by the darkened area in Figure 2.
Equation 3 was used in producing Figure 4. There is a linear relationship between the value of the measure difference function for and
This suggests that the “clear” areas in the bottom right in Figures 3 and 4 may be defined
as the set of points where
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When these survival functions are simple points, one can easily solve for the line
where the measure difference function equals Conversely, given a set of survival functions that are simple points, in many cases one can construct a measure
function that is consistent with the points.

7·2

9 Discussion and Conclusions
Users and scholars presented with a retrieval system may want to apply methods such as these to determine in what circumstances or how often two different
measures will have the same or different relative orderings, based on data from
database retrievals. In environments with very high degrees of preference agreement between two measures, the choice of which of the two measures is chosen as
the primary performance measure is less important. However, environments with
lower degrees of measurement preference agreement place a greater burden on the
user to understand the nature of the measures since a system that appears superior
when evaluated using one measure may appear inferior using another measure. The
user must interpret performance values produced by both measures appropriately.
There are many different measures of information retrieval and filtering performance. One measure may prefer different document orderings than a second
measure because of document ordering characteristics and measure-specific concerns. Above we have developed criteria for comparing these measures of retrieval
performance up to a point in the retrieval process, and have proposed formal methods for determining when different measures would agree that one ranking is better
for a
than or the same as the other ranking. The measure difference function
particular measure has a value that, when compared to the
function for a different measure, returns true when the order preference is the same and false when
the order preference is different. Using the measure difference function, we can
study under what conditions increases in one measure’s value will correspond with
an increase in the value of the other measure.
Being able to capture the relationships between measures is invaluable. They
may be used to compare retrieval results measured using different techniques. As
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an example, we show how the measure and the precision ( ) measure provide
the same or different relative values in particular environments. Being able to fully
characterize and understand measures is at the heart of any field, and we feel that
this work can help us to develop a greater understanding of retrieval and filtering
theory and practice.
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